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SmarT BALE Tools

TM

HAY FORK & TRAILER
for ROUND or SQUARE high density bales

22 advantage features
Hay Fork
1.

The SmarT BALE ToolsTM Hay Fork is designed to work in the path of the baler. The operator can
therefore work more adequately since there is no need to rotate the bale on the ground and risking
breaking it.

2.

Reliable, it does not use any hydraulics or complex mechanism to grab the bales.

3.

Will line up or stack square or round bales perfectly and with ease.

4.

Automatically creates the necessary space between the bales to allow good hay ventilation when
stacked into piles.

5.

Allows stacking and manipulation of the bales in the field and at the farm faster then any other
existing process.

6.

Easy to use even for an inexperience operator.

7.

Can be adapted to any type of attachment.

8.

The use of 2 SmarT BALE ToolsTM double forks, one in front and one at the rear of the tractor, will allow
you to carry up to 12 large square bales or 4 round bales at once (depending on your front end loader
lifting capacity) without having to use the trailer.
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Hay Trailer
9.

The SmarT BALE ToolsTM hay trailer is available in more different sizes than any other equipment of its
category on the market. Depending of its configuration and the bales size, it can carry between
10 long bales and 30 short bales.

10. The trailer’s hydraulic height adjustment combined with the 3-points where the trailer’s attachment
is fixed allows great performance on rough terrains.
11. It allows loading or unloading the bales stacks in 3 minutes and in less then 2 minutes if it is
equipped with the optional automatic hydraulic gate. It is therefore 3 times quicker then any other
existing process.
12. Its very low center of gravity and its long shape makes it much safer to use.
13. Its frame holds the bales in during transport so there is no need to strap down the load which will
save you time.

Hay Fork and Trailer
14. The only process on the market that allows to pickup both round and square bales.
15. The combined use of the SmarT BALE ToolsTM fork and trailer allows dividing the work in two steps:
the bales stacking step and the bales carrying step. Therefore, all the work can be done by only one
operator.
16. Available in many different configurations that can be easily assembled by the dealers to respond to
the needs of all farmers. This also allows the small producers to be as efficient as the large ones,
without having to invest large amounts of money.
17. The SmarT BALE ToolsTM are modular and can be easily modified just by changing a few parts. Really
accommodating for dealers and for customers who decide to switch from round bales to square bales
or from one size of bales to another.
18. Seven customs models are available for the trailers and for the forks. All parts are interchangeable
from one to another.
19. Comes disassembled to minimize freight costs and can be easily shipped anywhere in the world.
20. Very sturdy, these products will last easily over 20 years.
21. Delivered assembled to the consumer with one (1) full year warranty vs ninety (90) days from the
competitors.
22. System patented by Wil-Be Equipments in all major industrialized countries in the world.
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